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Sardine Tin Balaena Equipment

Named after the common phrase “like sardines in a tin” the Sardine Tin aims to fit as many people in the
given space on the back of a Balaena Industrious Platform. However unlike the old saying this module
comes standard with safety belts, climate control and plush seats. Designed in YE 40

About the Sardine Tin

The Sardine Tin is a simple personnel carrier addon designed for the Balaena to effectively turn it into a
transport vehicle, with the express purpose of moving workers around the various work sites of their
respected industry base be it mineral, agriculture or resource management. The module is able to seat
60 persons each in a standard bus style seat with included safety 3 point harness and an emergency
External Respiration Kit.

Appearance

The module has no exotic appearance and is built for practicality not style. Following its name the
module itself is a rectangular prism in basic shape with a personnel door on either side at the front and
one at the rear for emergency exits. It's colour scheme matches the default Balaena colours, there is 3
columns of double seats within the module with 2 walking columns dividing them and each side has half
panel reinforced windows running from the ceiling halfway down the side also similar to bus designs.

Statistics and Information

Basic relevant information about the device including both general info and product specifications.

Organization: Galactic Horizon
Nomenclature: GH-K2-M4001
Type: Equipment Module
Designer: Galactic Horizon
Manufacturer: Galactic Horizon
Price: 3 000KS

The Sardine Tin equipment module adds some slightly significant weight to the base vehicle and
decreases it's top speed by 10km/h, it does not require any energy supply and will not affect the charge
length of the Balaena.
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